2

January

Praise for
All Things Hidden
“Award-winning Peterson and
Woodhouse have coauthored a marvelous story of love and adventure in
the Alaskan frontier. Their characters
spring to life against a background of
historical events.”—Booklist
“A lot of story is packed in pages
filled with loving, fully researched
detail. The novel’s power lies in its deceptive simplicity and clear narrative.”
—Publishers Weekly (starred review)
“Full of unexpected twists and
beautiful scenery, All Things Hidden is
an engaging story set against a beautiful backdrop. . . . The likable characters
are not overly dramatized . . . the reveal
does not play out as expected. All this,
along with the suspense of the protagonist’s story make this novel hard to put
down.”—RT Book Reviews
“Tracie Peterson and Kimberley
Woodhouse create a wonderful piece
of historical fiction. . . . This novel is
equally balanced between character and
plot development, with plenty of action,
suspense, and human emotion to satisfy
most fiction lovers. . . . Amid the dishonesty, secrets, fear, evil, and hurt, love
and truth are ultimately revealed and
triumphant.”—Christian Library Journal
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Powerhouse Team Pairs Up
for Second Novel
yy Tracie and Kimberley follow
up on the success of their
previous collaboration,
All Things Hidden
yy Tracie is a well-known
bestselling author and
Kimberley is a popular
writer, speaker, and teacher
yy Blends mystery and suspense with romance and
intriguing historical detail

L

illian Porter has always wanted to fulfill her mother’s dream of going west, so when
she hears about a nanny position in Angels Camp, California, she defies her grandfather
and takes a chance on a new future. But she quickly wonders if she made the right choice.
There are rumors in town that her new employer, Woodward Colton, caused the death of his
wife. This accusation doesn’t match the man Lillian comes to know—and Mrs. Goodman,
Woody’s long-time housekeeper, is decisively on Woody’s side—but many in town stay far
away from Lillian because of her association with the Colton family.
Lillian’s six-year-old charge, Jimmy, was there when his mother died, and he hasn’t
spoken a word since. Gently, Lillian tries to coax him out of his shell, hoping he’ll one day
feel safe enough to tell her the truth about what happened. But the Colton olive farm is no
longer a safe place. Lillian encounters suspicious characters on their land and mysterious
damage done to the farm. Will Mrs. Goodman and Jimmy be able to speak what they know
in time to save Lillian from tragedy?

Beyond the Silence
Tracie Peterson and Kimberley Woodhouse

Vital Information
Available: January 5
$14.99
978-0-7642-1410-3

About the Author
Tracie Peterson is the
award-winning author of over
100 novels, both historical
and contemporary. Her avid
research resonates in her many
bestselling series. Tracie and
her family make their home in
Montana. Visit Tracie’s website
at www.traciepeterson.com to
learn more.

trade paper
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32
ebook: $14.99
978-1-4412-2947-2

© Lissa Barber Photography

Kimberley Woodhouse is a
multi-published author and a
popular speaker and teacher
who has shared the theme of
“Joy Through Trials” with hundreds of thousands of people
across the country. Kim is a
pastor’s wife and is passionate
about music and Bible study.
© Pauline Fortuna
She lives in Colorado with
her husband of twenty-plus years and their two kids.

Also Available

Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Historical
Rights: Worldwide

All Things Hidden
978-0-7642-1119-5

Merchandising
shelf talker
978-0-7642-9899-8
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Readers Await This Dramatic Conclusion
to the Beacons of Hope Series
yy Hedlund is the winner of the 2014
Carol Award for Historical Romance
yy Idyllic lighthouse settings, mystery, suspense,
romance, and history all combine in this
winning series
yy “Award-winning author Hedlund continues
to perfect her craft . . .”—Publishers Weekly
starred review

T

essa Taylor arrives in 1870s Upper Peninsula, Michigan, planning to
serve as a new teacher to the town. Much to her dismay, however, she
immediately learns that there was a mistake, that the town had requested
a male teacher. Percival Updegraff, superintendent and chief mine clerk,
says she can stay through winter since they won’t be able to locate a new
teacher before then, and Tessa can’t help but say she is in his debt. Little
does she know that Percival will indeed keep track of all that she owes him.
Determined to become indispensable, Tessa throws herself into teaching,
and soon the children of the widowed lighthouse keeper have decided
she’s the right match for their grieving father. Their uncle and assistant
light keeper, Alex Bjorklund, has his own feelings for Tessa. As the two
brothers begin competing for her hand, Tessa increasingly feels that someone is tracking her every move, and she may not be able to escape the trap
that has been laid for her.

Undaunted Hope
Beacons of Hope #3

Jody Hedlund

Vital Information
Available: January 5
$14.99
978-0-7642-1239-0
trade paper
5½ x 8½
384 pages
Case Quantity: 32
ebook: $14.99
978-1-4412-6950-8
Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Romance / Historical / General
Rights: Worldwide

About the Author
Jody Hedlund is the author of
over ten novels including Rebellious Heart, Unending Devotion,
The Preacher’s Bride, and A
Noble Groom, winner of the
2014 Carol Award for Historical
Romance. She received a bachelor’s from Taylor University and
a master’s from the University
© Sarah Davis Photography
of Wisconsin, both in social
work. Currently she makes her home in Midland,
Michigan, with her husband and five busy children.
She can be found online at www.jodyhedlund.com.
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Also Available
Beacons of Hope
1 Love Unexpected
978-0-7642-1237-6
2 Hearts Made Whole
978-0-7642-1238-3
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Humorous Historical Romance Novella
Collection Offers Love and Laughs
yy Delightful tales from top historical romance
authors with combined sales over 1 million
copies
yy Each author’s novella gives beloved minor
characters their own special romance
yy Humor and heart fill these four stories of some
unexpected engagements

F

our top historical romance novelists team up in this new collection to
offer stories of love and romance with a twist of humor. In Karen Witemeyer’s “The Husband Maneuver,” Marietta Hawkins decides to grab the
reins when the ranch foreman she loves seems to be leaving forever. Regina Jennings offers “Her Dearly Unintended,” where friends stranded by a
rising river pretend to be newlyweds when a dangerous stranger arrives.
Mary Connealy’s “Runaway Bride” finds a Texas ranger getting more
than he expected when he rescues a young woman fleeing a dangerous arranged marriage. And Melissa Jagears’ “Engaging the Competition” finds a
young woman forced to assist the man she’s sparred with for so long after
an accident leaves him helpless. Each tale is a fun blend of history and
romance that will delight readers.

On Bended Knee
A Novella Collection of
Proposals Gone Awry

Karen Witemeyer, Mary Connealy, Regina Jennings,
and Melissa Jagears

Vital Information
Available: January 5
$14.99
978-0-7642-1772-2

About the Authors
Karen Witemeyer is a winner of the Carol Award
and has been a finalist for the RITA Award and
National Readers’ Choice Award. She lives with her
husband and three children in Abilene, Texas.
www.karenwitemeyer.com

trade paper
5½ x 8½
384 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Mary Connealy is well-known for her award-winning, bestselling historical romantic comedies. She
lives on a ranch in eastern Nebraska with her
husband and has four grown daughters.
www.maryconnealy.com

ebook: $14.99
978-1-4412-2926-7
Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Anthologies (multiple authors)
Rights: Worldwide

Melissa Jagears, author of the Unexpected Brides
series, is a homeschooling mother of three little ones
on a tiny Kansas farm with a fixer-upper house. Her
first novella, Love by the Letter, won the 2014 Carol
Award for Best Novella. www.melissajagears.com

Also Available
A Match Made in Texas
978-0-7642-1176-8

Regina Jennings is the author of five acclaimed
historical romances. She lives outside Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma, with her husband and four children.
www.reginajennings.com
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Excerpt
“I’m no beauty. Not by New
York standards, anyway,” Maggie
Montgomery said, smiling at her
brother. “I’ve been reading some
American magazines to prepare me
for what the ladies wear over here.”
She plucked at the sleeve of her serviceable brown overcoat. “I’m afraid
I’ll be painfully out of style.”
“Not to worry. You’ll have Colleen
and the other O’Learys to help with
your wardrobe. I’m sure they won’t
mind lending you a dress or two.”
Gabe grinned, revealing dimples in
each cheek.
Maggie’s heart swelled with love
for her handsome brother, who had
long been her protector. Maybe Gabe
would fall in love here in New York, as
Maggie hoped to do. Her family had all
agreed that she and Gabe would stay
in America until the end of the summer.
Long enough, they hoped, for Neill
Fitzgerald to forget about Maggie and
find a new girl to pursue.
Neill’s unwanted attention, as well
as Maggie’s yearning to experience
life outside her small village, had given
her the courage to leave, though saying
good-bye to her mother had been one of
the hardest things she’d ever done.
“Hey now, why the sour expression?”
Gabe elbowed her. “You look like someone kicked your cat.”
She gave a discreet sniff and lifted her
chin. No time for regrets. She needed to
prepare for her new life. “Just missing
home a wee bit,” she said with a shrug.
“Tis a far cry from this, isn’t it?” She
gestured to the ever-nearing shoreline.
“That it is.” Gabe gave her another
squeeze and a knowing look. “Mum will
be fine with Paddy and Claire. You have
nothing to feel guilty about.”
Nothing except the secret she held close
to her heart.
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Can an Irish Lass with a Dream
for America Find True Love?
yy Mason’s immersive and
rich books offer characters
readers want to spend
time with
yy A powerful story of one
man hoping anyone can
find worth in him under
the weight of his past
yy Returns to the same
Edwardian time period
of Mason’s acclaimed
Irish Meadows

M

aggie Montgomery’s long-held wish to see America is finally coming true. She’ll visit
her beloved brother Rylan and his wife, Colleen, and at the same time, escape Neill
Fitzgerald’s unwanted attention. In addition, Maggie has a secret! She plans to remain in
America to seek her fortune and to hopefully find love. While visiting Irish Meadows, she
meets an intriguing man whom she thinks is a stable hand. Only when Rylan demands she
stay away from Adam O’Leary does she realize he’s Colleen’s brother, recently released from
prison. Nonetheless, Maggie can’t seem to make her heart conform to her brother’s request.
Adam O’Leary has never felt worthy of his place in the family. Spending time in jail only
reinforces his belief. Now that he’s free, Adam hopes to make amends and earn back his
family’s trust. Falling in love with Maggie Montgomery, however, was never in his plans.
Despite everyone’s effort to keep them apart, the two develop a bond nothing can
break—but has Adam truly changed, or will the sins of his past prove too much for Maggie
to overcome?

A Worthy Heart
Courage to Dream #2

Susan Anne Mason

Vital Information
Available: January 5
$14.99
978-0-7642-1725-8

About the Author
Susan Anne Mason’s historical novel Irish Meadows won
the Fiction from the Heartland
contest from the Mid-American
Romance Authors Chapter of
RWA. A member of ACFW,
as well, she lives outside of
Toronto, Ontario, with her
husband and two children.
She can be found online at
www.susanannemason.com.

trade paper
5½ x 8½
384 pages
Case Quantity: 32
ebook: $14.99
978-1-4412-2940-3

Also Available
Courage to Dream
1 Irish Meadows
978-0-7642-1724-1

Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Romance / Historical / 20th Century
Rights: Worldwide

Merchandising
shelf talker
978-0-7642-9900-1
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Acclaim for Dani Pettrey
Awards
• 2014 Daphne du Maurier
Award–Inspirational
• 2014 Christian Retailing’s Best
Award Winner–Mystery and
Suspense
• 2014 Gail Wilson Award of
Excellence Winner
• 2014 Colorado Romance Writers
Award of Excellence Winner–
Inspirational
• 2013 Holt Medallion for
Best First Book
Praise
Submerged
“An amazing story of faith, suspense, the power of forgiveness and
second chances! Dani Pettrey has a gift
for developing characters to fall in love
with. . . . ”—Lynette Eason, bestselling
author of The Women of Justice series
Shattered
“Shattered is a fast-paced suspense
and the romance thread is a sizzling
undercurrent throughout every chapter.
. . . Fans of Dee Henderson’s O’Malley
Family series will love Pettrey’s McKenna clan.”—USA Today
Stranded
“Dani Pettrey has delivered another
incredibly compelling adventure in Alaska.”—Dee Henderson, New York Times
bestselling author of Full Disclosure and
Undetected
Silenced
“I have not been this enthralled since
the O’Malley series by Dee Henderson!
Pettrey does such an excellent job of
developing each and every family member.”—Christian Manifesto
Sabotaged
“The McKenna family saga comes to
a roaring finale. . . . Pettrey keeps the
pages turning with a wicked pace, snappy
dialogue, and likable characters, while
deftly handling deep emotional and spiritual
struggles.”—Publishers Weekly
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Dani Pettrey Launches a
New Romantic Suspense Series
yy Over 175,000 sold already
of her debut Alaskan Courage
series
yy Every new Pettrey novel
spends multiple months on
the bestseller list
yy Crosses to the Atlantic coast
to tell a tale of pulse-pounding suspense and romance

I

n college, Griffin McCray and his four best friends had their lives planned out. Griffin and
Luke Gallagher would join the Baltimore PD. Declan Gray would head to the FBI and Parker
Mitchell would go on to graduate school as a crime scene analyst. But then Luke vanished
before graduation and their world—and friendships—crumbled.
Now Griffin is a park ranger at Gettysburg, having left life as a SWAT-team sniper when
a case went bad. The job is mostly quiet—until the day he captures two relic hunters uncovering skeletal remains near Little Round Top. Griffin just wants the case to go away, but
charming forensic anthropologist Finley Scott determines that the body is modern—a young
social justice lawyer missing since spring—and all evidence points to the work of an expert
sniper. When FBI agent Declan Gray takes over the case, past and present collide. Griffin
soon realizes he’ll need to confront some of the darkest days of his life if he—and those he
cares about—are going to escape a downward spiral of murder that crosses continents.

Cold Shot
Chesapeake Valor #1

Dani Pettrey

Vital Information
Available: February 2
$14.99
978-0-7642-1197-3

About the Author
Dani Pettrey is the bestselling
author of the Alaskan Courage
series and winner of the 2014
Daphne du Maurier award
for Inspirational Novel, the
2014 Christian Retailing’s Best
Award for Suspense, and the
2013 Holt Medallion for First
Novel. She and her husband
© Michael Pettrey Photography
reside in the DC Metro area.
She can be found online at www.danipettrey.com.

trade paper
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32
ebook: $14.99
978-1-4412-2942-7

Also Available
Alaskan Courage
1 Submerged
978-0-7642-0982-6
2 Shattered
978-0-7642-0983-3
3 Stranded
978-0-7642-0984-0
4 Silenced
978-0-7642-1195-9
5 Sabotaged
978-0-7642-1196-6

Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Christian / Suspense
FICTION / Romance / Suspense
Rights: Worldwide

Merchandising
shelf talker
978-0-7642-9901-8
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Beloved Author Janette Oke’s Signature
Series in a 4-in-1 Collection
yy Janette Oke’s novels launched the modern era
of Christian fiction
yy The books in this collection have sold more
than 4.5 million copies
yy Author has worldwide sales of more than
30 million copies

T

his special value edition features the first four books in the classic
series that launched Janette Oke’s popularity, prompted a highly
successful movie franchise, and is well known and loved as one of the
founding series of inspirational fiction. These compelling prairie romances
follow the Davis family in their journey through life’s struggles and joys.
The story begins with Clark and Marty, who are brought together by tragic
circumstances and must find their way back to love and faith in the midst
of heartache. Then travel with Clark and Marty’s daughter, Missie, as she
finds love and then the courage to take a chance on homesteading in the
remote West, where tragedy and triumph come knocking at every turn.
Join the generations of readers who have fallen in love with these
landmark stories!

The Love Comes Softly
Collection One
Janette Oke

Vital Information
Available: February 2
$19.99
978-0-7642-1520-9
trade paper
6x9
704 pages
Case Quantity: 8
Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / General
FICTION / Religious
Rights: Worldwide

About the Author
Bestselling author Janette
Oke (pronounced “oak”) is
celebrated across the world
for her significant contribution
to the Christian book industry.
She is credited with launching
the modern era of inspirational
fiction with the publication of
her first novel, Love Comes
Softly, in 1979. Today, her
novels have sold more than 30 million copies, and she
is the recipient of the ECPA President’s Award, the
CBA Life Impact Award, the Gold Medallion, and the
Christy Award. Janette and her husband, Edward, live
in Alberta, Canada.
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Return to the Canadian West
(with Laurel Oke Logan)
1 Where Courage Calls
978-0-7642-1231-4
2 Where Trust Lies
978-0-7642-1318-2
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Can These Two Friends from Opposite
Worlds Find Love?
yy Readers eagerly await this glimpse into the
lives and loves of the Lancaster County Amish
yy Amish fiction has established itself as a genre
readers seek out, and Gould is among the top
names writing
yy “Gould is a master storyteller.”
—RT Book Reviews

T

hey’ve been best friends for years, but as high school ends, Zane Beck
can’t help but look at his Amish neighbor, Lila Lehman, with different
eyes. Her controlling father sees only one future for Lila, though, and
arranges for her to be courted by an upstanding young Amish man. When
Zane sees the two together, his plans for the future crumble, and he impulsively enlists in the Army, following in his father’s footsteps.
However, the passing of years and the distance between them isn’t
enough to halt their now hidden feelings for each other. If being together
used to be difficult, it’s now impossible, especially with the Amish opposed
to war. Zane’s service takes a dramatic turn when he’s sent to Afghanistan.
Being on the front line and the reality of taking a life has him questioning
whether he can continue to serve or not. But all choices have consequences—both his and hers. With Lila preparing to marry another, will these
one-time sweethearts ever find the life together that they both still long for?

Amish Sweethearts
Neighbors of Lancaster County #2

Leslie Gould

Vital Information
Available: February 2
$14.99
978-0-7642-1524-7

About the Author
Leslie Gould is the bestselling author of The Courtships of
Lancaster County series, and
coauthor, with Mindy Starns
Clark, of the #1 bestselling The
Amish Midwife. She holds an
MFA in creative writing from
Portland State University and
has taught fiction writing at
Multnomah University as an
adjunct professor. She resides with her family in
Portland, Oregon.

trade paper
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32
ebook: $14.99
978-1-4412-6932-4
Category: FICTION / Amish & Mennonite
FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Christian / General
Rights: Worldwide
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Also Available
Neighbors of
Lancaster County
1 Amish Promises
978-0-7642-1508-7
The Courtships of
Lancaster County
1 Courting Cate
978-0-7642-1031-0
2 Adoring Addie
978-0-7642-1032-7
3 Minding Molly
978-0-7642-1033-4
4 Becoming Bea
978-0-7642-1034-1

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665
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“One of the funniest voices in the
inspirational genre.”—Booklist
yy “Turano creates an engaging tale with a delightfully unexpected twist at the end.”
—Publishers Weekly on After a Fashion
yy Romance and hilarity between the classes in
1880s New York will delight readers of fun,
fast-paced historical romance
yy “Jen Turano has a way of keeping me turning
the pages and wishing there were more when
the book is done. She’s a fantastic storyteller
and I look forward to her next book!”
—Tracie Peterson, bestselling and awardwinning author

L

ucetta Plum is an actress on the rise in New York City, but is forced
to abandon her starring role when a fan’s interest turns threatening.
Lucinda’s widowed friend, Abigail Hart, is delighted at the opportunity to
meddle in Lucetta’s life and promptly whisks her away to her grandson’s
estate to hide out.
Bram Haverstein may appear to simply be a somewhat eccentric gentleman of means, but a mysterious career and a secret fascination with a
certain actress mean there’s much more to him than society knows.
Lucetta, who has no interest in Abigail’s matchmaking machinations,
has the best intentions of remaining cordial but coolly distant to Bram.
But when she can’t ignore the strange and mysterious things going on in
his house, it’ll take more than good intentions to keep her from trying to
discover who Bram is behind the part he plays.

Playing the Part
Jen Turano
Vital Information
Available: March 1
$14.99
978-0-7642-1277-2

About the Author
Jen Turano, author of the
Ladies of Distinction series and
the A Class of Their Own series,
is a graduate of the University
of Akron. She is a member of
ACFW and lives in a suburb of
Denver, Colorado. Visit her
website at www.jenturano.com.

trade paper
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32
ebook: $14.99
978-1-4412-6960-7

Also Available
After a Fashion
978-0-7642-1275-8
A Change of Fortune
978-0-7642-1018-1
A Match of Wits
978-0-7642-1127-0
In Good Company
978-0-7642-1276-5

© Sara Karam Photography

Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Romance / Historical / General
Rights: Worldwide
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This Traditional British Cozy Mystery
Gets a Regency Twist
yy Drew Farthering is back and ready to solve yet
another twisting, turning mystery
yy Will intrigue fans of Jane Austen with its
playful use of a Regency costume ball
yy For readers of Agatha Christie, Dorothy Sayers,
Rhys Bowen, and Jacqueline Winspear

D

rew and Madeline Farthering celebrate their six-month anniversary
by attending a fancy Regency era costume party. Drew is glad to see
Talbot Cummins, an Oxford classmate, and his fiancée, Alice Henley,
though many present seem worried about the couple. Everyone’s concerns
are realized when, at the concluding grand ball, Alice dies of an overdose
of cocaine. Tal refuses to believe she took the stuff intentionally, and Drew
is determined to find out if her death was an accident or murder.
Drew is shocked and disillusioned when the police arrest Tal’s father
and reveal that the man has been smuggling drugs into the country for the
past twenty years. Reeling from the death of his fiancée and the revelation about his father, Tal begs Drew to find out what’s going on. Drew,
now questioning his own ability to see people as they really are, does so
reluctantly, not ready for the secrets he’s about to uncover—or the danger
he’ll bring down on everyone he holds dear.

Dressed for Death
A Drew Farthering Mystery

Julianna Deering

Vital Information
Available: March 1
$14.99
978-0-7642-1411-0
trade paper
5½ x 8½
336 pages
Case Quantity: 32
ebook: $14.99
978-1-4412-2939-7
Category: FICTION / Christian / Suspense
FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Mystery & Detective / Traditional
Rights: Worldwide

About the Author
Julianna Deering is the
creator of the acclaimed Drew
Farthering Mystery series. She
has always loved British history
and is a particular fan of the
writings of Dorothy Sayers and
Agatha Christie. She graduated
from the University of Texas at
Dallas with a degree in busi© Tonya Sides Photography
ness administration and spent
several years as a Certified Public Accountant. She
lives outside Dallas, Texas. For more information
visit www.juliannadeering.com.
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Also Available
Drew Farthering Mysteries
Murder at the Mikado
978-0-7642-1097-6
Death by the Book
978-0-7642-1096-9
Rules of Murder
978-0-7642-1095-2

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665
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Praise for
Tracie Peterson
“Peterson is a long-time fixture on
Christian market bestseller lists with
her more than 100 novels, and A
Moment in Time will add to her shelf
of successes.”—Publishers Weekly
“A Moment in Time offers a
well-crafted narrative and engaging characters. A memorable and
heartwarming pick for fans of novels
by Beth Vogt and Cathleen Armstrong.”
—Library Journal
“Peterson is well known for her
strong research skills that really help
to set a sense of time and place to the
story. Her characters are diverse, yet
are all very authentic in their actions
and motivations.”—freshfiction.com on
The Miner’s Lady
“Peterson delivers another solid
historical romance, and fans will be
eager to read the next installment in her
frontier series.”—Library Journal on
The Miner’s Lady
“Tracie Peterson sets a fine example
of everything historical fiction should
be.”—Historical Romance Writers on
Taming the Wind
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Bestselling Author Tracie Peterson
Launches Exciting New Series
Set in 1890s Montana
yy Each new Peterson novel
is a CBA bestseller
yy Sapphire Brides series delivers
dangerous intrigue, romance,
and spiritual challenges
yy Author’s signature style
vividly re-creates historical
events and settings

E

mily Carver wants a home where she can put down roots instead of following her
gold-hungry father from one mining camp to another. She also longs for tenderness and
love, both of which are missing in her life. Yet when she realizes she’s losing her heart to
the intriguing new man in camp, she fiercely fights her feelings, afraid that love will only
result in disappointment and heartache.
Caeden Thibault, a young geologist, comes to Montana to catalog minerals indigenous to
the state. He’s a serious and guarded young man trying to escape the pain of his past. He
has avoided all romantic entanglements, fearing he might become like his abusive father.
But something about Emily Carver has caught his attention, something he never expected. . . .
Will these two broken souls allow God to bring healing and hope to their hurting hearts?

A Treasure Concealed
Sapphire Brides #1

Tracie Peterson

Vital Information
Available: March 1
trade paper
$14.99
978-0-7642-1324-3
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32
hardcover
$19.99
978-0-7642-1334-2
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 20

large print
$17.99
978-0-7642-1335-9
5½ x 8½
432 pages
Case Quantity: 24
ebook: $14.99
978-1-4412-6539-5
Category: FICTION /
Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian /
Romance
FICTION / Historical
Rights: Worldwide

About the Author
Tracie Peterson is the
bestselling, award-winning
author of more than 100 novels.
Tracie also teaches writing
workshops at a variety of
conferences on subjects such
as inspirational romance and
historical research. She and
her family live in Belgrade,
Montana. Learn more at
www.traciepeterson.com.

Also Available
Brides of Seattle
1 Steadfast Heart
978-0-7642-1061-7
2 Refining Fire
978-0-7642-1062-4
3 Love Everlasting
978-0-7642-1063-1

© Lissa Barber Photography

Merchandising
shelf talker
978-0-7642-9902-5
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West Point History Comes Alive in this
Warmhearted Romance
yy Mitchell knows what’s been true for over a
century—women love a man in uniform
yy A fun and interesting glimpse behind the
walls of America’s oldest military academy
yy Flirtation Walk is the name given to West
Point’s “lover’s lane”

T

rying to escape the shambles her con-man father has made of their
reputation, Lucinda Curtis arrives in West Point, New York, determined
to land a husband from the military academy. Campbell Conklin is first in
his class and preparing to embark upon a storied career in the U.S. Army.
Lucinda thinks Campbell will make the perfect husband . . . as long as he
does not find out about her father.
Seth Westcott also has taken a liking to Lucinda. He’s kind, smart . . .
and working extremely hard to graduate last. Tradition states that the
worst cadets are assigned to the cavalry out west. And west is where Seth
must head to track the swindler who stole all of Seth’s mother’s money.
Seth is smart enough to vie for the top spot, but life isn’t fair and this is
his chance to catch the man who ruined his family. It’s too bad Campbell is
all shine and no substance, but Lucinda will surely see through all of that,
won’t she?

Flirtation Walk
Siri Mitchell

Vital Information
Available: March 1
$14.99
978-0-7642-1038-9

About the Author
Siri Mitchell has written over
a dozen novels, three of which
were named Christy Award
finalists. A graduate of the
University of Washington
with a business degree, she
has worked in many levels of
government and lived on three
continents. She and her
family currently reside in the
DC Metro area. Learn more at www.sirimitchell.com.

trade paper
5½ x 8½
384 pages
Case Quantity: 32
ebook: $14.99
978-1-4412-2946-5

Also Available
Like a Flower in Bloom
978-0-7642-1037-2
Love Comes Calling
978-0-7642-1036-5

Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Romance / Historical / General
Rights: Worldwide
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An Epic New Fantasy Series from
Fan Favorite Jill Williamson
yy Ideal for fantasy readers of Brandon Sanderson,
Patrick Carr, and Robin Hobb
yy This riveting saga finds characters seeking
safety in a world on the verge of destruction
yy Praise for Jill’s first series: “This thoroughly
entertaining and smart tale will appeal to fans
of Donita K. Paul and J.R.R. Tolkien. Highly
recommended.”—Library Journal

T

he gods are angry.
Volcanic eruptions, sinkholes, ground shakers—everything points to
their unhappiness. At least that is what the king of Armania believes. His
son, Prince Wilek, thinks his father’s superstitions are nonsense, though he
remains the ever dutiful heir apparent to the throne.
When a messenger arrives and claims that the town of Farway has been
swallowed by the earth, the king sends Wilek to investigate. But what
Wilek discovers is more cataclysmic than one lost city. Even as the ground
shifts beneath his feet, Wilek sets out on a desperate journey to save his
people and his world. But can he do it before the entire land crumbles?

King’s Folly
The Kinsman Chronicles #1

Jill Williamson

Vital Information
Available: April 5
$15.99
978-0-7642-1424-0
trade paper
5½ x 8½
480 pages
Case Quantity: 32
ebook: $15.99
978-1-4412-2972-4
Category: FICTION / Christian / Fantasy
FICTION / Fantasy / Historical
FICTION / Fantasy / Epic
Rights: Worldwide

About the Author
Jill Williamson writes
fantasy and science fiction
for teens and adults. Jill grew
up in Alaska, staying up and
reading by the summer daylight
that wouldn’t go away. This
led to a love of books and
writing, and her debut novel,
By Darkness Hid, won several
awards and was named a Best
Science Fiction, Fantasy, and Horror novel of 2009 by
VOYA magazine. She loves giving writing workshops
and blogs for teen writers at www.GoTeenWriters.
com. She now lives in Oregon with her husband, two
children, and a whole lot of deer. Visit her online at
www.jillwilliamson.com.
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Excerpt
“Who is Elohim?”
Shira sat down on a flat rock near
the watering hole. Few souls stirred
this early, and the sun tarried low on
the horizon.
“I will tell you what I can, but I
may have to finish another day.” She
patted the rock, beckoning me to sit,
and although still a bit unsettled by
her mocking, I sank down next to her.
“Elohim, the Strong One, is how
we call upon our God. The God of
our forefathers—Avraham, Yitzhak,
and Yaakov. We also address him as
Adonai, or Lord.”
“But what is his name?”
“We call him by many terms.”
“How can you ensure answered
prayers if you cannot name him?”
“He hears.” She closed her eyes and
drew a deep breath through her nose,
as though drawing divinity from the
very air around her.
How could one make a god comply
without a name to call upon?
She opened her eyes and gestured
to the water. “When the river changed,
that was Moses—our Deliverer. The
rumor my brother heard is that Moses
met Pharaoh that very morning. When
he struck the water with a staff, it turned
blood red.”
“Why would Pharaoh do such a thing
to the Nile?”
“No, Moses struck the water to show
Pharaoh who is the highest god.”
“Pharaoh is the highest god, the descendent of Ra, creator of life.” I spouted
the creed without hesitation.
“Pharaoh is not the highest god, and
Moses will prove it to him.” She stared
into my eyes with an unfathomable
expression.
Words escaped me. This strange girl
had blasphemed Pharaoh without a blink.
She could be tied to a pole in the public
square and scourged, or worse.
“I know this is confusing to you. It goes
against everything you have been taught.
But I tell you, my friend, it is truth.” She
laid her small hand on my arm. “To help you
understand I must start from the beginning.
Do you want to hear?”
I did. For some inexplicable reason, I
thirsted to know more.
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A Story of Love, Desperation, and
Hope During a Great Biblical Epoch
yy A fascinating look at what it
might have been like to be
a young Egyptian woman
during the plagues
yy Will help readers form a
deeper connection to the
story of the Exodus
yy A compelling and powerful
debut novel

S

old into slavery by her father and forsaken by the man she was supposed to marry, young
Egyptian Kiya must serve a mistress who takes pleasure in her humiliation. When terrifying plagues strike Egypt, Kiya is in the middle of it all.
To save her older brother and escape the bonds of slavery, Kiya flees with the Hebrews
during the Great Exodus. She finds herself utterly dependent on a fearsome God she’s
only just beginning to learn about, and in love with a man who despises her people. With
everything she’s ever known swept away, will Kiya turn back toward Egypt or surrender her
life and her future to Yahweh?

Counted With the Stars
Out From Egypt #1

Connilyn Cossette

Vital Information
Available: April 5
$14.99
978-0-7642-1437-0
trade paper
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32

ebook: $14.99
978-1-4412-2941-0
Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Religious
Rights: Worldwide

About the Author
Connilyn Cossette is a homeschooling mother of two with
a passion for writing stories of
timeless grace. She hopes to
draw readers into a personal
encounter with the rich ancient
world of the Bible and spark
curiosity that will lead to
digging deeper into the truth of
© Ami Trull Photography
the Word. Her novel Counted
With the Stars won the 2013 Frasier Contest and was
a semi-finalist in the 2013 ACFW Genesis Contest.
She lives near Dallas, Texas. Connect with her at
www.connilyncossette.com.
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Praise for Beverly Lewis
“Beverly Lewis is the biggest
name in Amish fiction.”
—Newsweek
“No one does Amish-based inspirationals better than Lewis.”
—Booklist
“Author Beverly Lewis has come
up with a new magic formula for producing bestselling romance novels.”
—Time magazine
“Much of the credit [for the growth
of Amish fiction] goes to Beverly Lewis,
a Colorado author who gave birth to
the genre in 1997 with The Shunning.
. . . The book has sold more than
1 million copies.”—Associated Press
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A Must-Have Novel from the
#1 Name in Amish Fiction
yy A dedicated readership
eagerly awaits each new
book: 17 million sold and
counting!
yy Lewis’s books are fixtures on
multiple bestseller lists
yy Author regularly engages
with her readers via social
media and supports releases
with more than 50 personal
appearances each year

T

he mistakes of the past haunt Lucy Flaud, who years ago stopped attending the activities
for courting-age young people in her hometown of Bird-in-Hand. Now twenty-five and
solidly past the age of Amish courtship, Lucy has given up any hope of marriage, instead
focusing her efforts on volunteering in both the Plain and fancy communities of Lancaster
County. Yet no matter how hard Lucy strives, she feels uncertain that she’ll ever find
redemption.
Dale Wyeth has a deep mistrust of modern-day “advances” and the dependency they
create. The young Englisher’s interest in living off the grid is fueled further when he meets
Christian Flaud, Lucy’s father. Dale appreciates the self-sufficient ways of the Old Order
Amish, and Christian invites him to learn more about them by staying at the family farm.
As Christian and Dale grow closer, developing a father-son rapport, Lucy begins to question what Dale’s being there might mean for her. Could God be testing her? Or is it possible
that even the most unworthy heart—and two people from very different walks of life—can
somehow find a new beginning?

The Atonement
Beverly Lewis

Vital Information
Street Date:
March 29, 2016
trade paper
$15.99
978-0-7642-1248-2
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32
hardcover
$19.99
978-0-7642-1657-2
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 20

large print
$17.99
978-0-7642-1660-2
5½ x 8½
432 pages
Case Quantity: 24
ebook: $15.99
978-1-4412-2937-3
Category: FICTION /
Amish & Mennonite
FICTION / Christian /
General
FICTION / Religious
Rights: Worldwide

About the Author
Beverly Lewis, born in the
heart of Pennsylvania Dutch
country, has more than 17 million books in print. Her stories
have been published in eleven
languages and have regularly
appeared on numerous bestseller lists, including the New
York Times and USA Today.
© Ginger Murray Photography
Beverly and her husband, David, live in Colorado, where they enjoy hiking, biking,
making music, and spending time with their family.
Learn more at www.beverlylewis.com.

Also Available
The Photograph
978-0-7642-1247-5
The Love Letters
978-0-7642-1246-8
The River
978-0-7642-1245-1
Child of Mine
(with David Lewis)
978-0-7642-1254-3
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shelf talker
978-0-7642-9904-9

endcap merch kit
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Delia Parr’s Delightful
Midwife Series Concludes
yy This warm-hearted look at a small-town
community is ideal for Jan Karon readers
yy With Martha Cade, Parr offers a strong woman
of faith with a heart for those in need
yy Tells a tale of trusting God, even when the
future seems unknowable

M

idwife Martha Cade has decided. When he returns in February, she is
going to marry Mayor Thomas Dillon. That is the only decision in life
in which she feels confident these days. Everything else around her feels
like it’s changing too fast, from her daughter’s obvious affection for the
town’s young doctor to Martha realizing she’s ready to pass on her role as
midwife to someone younger. Even her beloved town of Trinity is changing.
The 1830s Pennsylvania town, having mushroomed in size and population, is becoming an important agricultural and economic center for the
region, and soon a canal will connect it even more to the outside world.
It is a season that will set the course for the rest of her life. Martha
will need every ounce of confidence, courage, and faith she possesses to
overcome the obstacles that will make her life far more challenging and
difficult than she can dare to imagine.

The Midwife’s Dilemma
At Home in Trinity #3

Delia Parr

Vital Information
Available: April 5
$14.99
978-0-7642-1735-7

About the Author
Delia Parr is the author of sixteen historical and inspirational
historical romance novels,
including Hearts Awakening,
Love’s First Bloom, and Hidden
Affections. The mother of three
grown children, she was a
long-time high school teacher
in southern New Jersey before
retiring to Florida.

trade paper
5½ x 8½
320 pages
Case Quantity: 32
ebook: $14.99
978-1-4412-2944-1

Also Available
At Home in Trinity
1 The Midwife’s Tale
978-0-7642-1733-3
2 The Midwife’s Choice
978-0-7642-1734-0
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A Riveting Edwardian Series Set among
Britain’s High Society
yy Roseanna White weaves an enthralling tale of
mystery, history, and romance in 1912 England
yy A story perfect for fans of Downton Abbey
yy “. . . intricate plot, terrific twists, and heartstopping intrigue, as well as the heroine’s
deeply moving journey of faith, grace, and
redemption, create a memorable book.”
—RT Book Reviews on Circle of Spies, 4½ stars
and a Top Pick

L

ady Rowena Kinnaird may be the heiress to a Highland earldom, but
she has never felt good enough—not for her father, not for the man she
thought she’d marry, not for God. But after a shocking attack, she’s willing
to be forever an outcast if it means escaping Loch Morar.
Brice Myerston, the Duke of Nottingham, has found himself in possession of a rare treasure his enemies are prepared to kill for. While Brice
has never been one to shy away from manor-born ladies, the last thing he
needs is the distraction of Lady Rowena, who finds herself in a desperate
situation. But when Rowena’s father tries to trap Brice into marrying his
daughter, Brice makes a surprising decision.
Rowena wanted to escape the Highlands, but she’s reluctant to marry a
notorious flirt. And when she learns that Brice is mixed up in questionable
business with a stolen treasure, she fears she’s about to end up directly in
the path of everything she was trying to avoid.

The Reluctant Duchess
Ladies of the Manor

Roseanna M. White

Vital Information
Available: April 5
$14.99
978-0-7642-1351-9
trade paper
5½ x 8½
384 pages
Case Quantity: 32
ebook: $14.99
978-1-4412-2945-8
Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Romance / Historical / 20th Century
Rights: Worldwide

About the Author
Roseanna M. White pens
her novels beneath her Betsy
Ross flag, with her Jane Austen
action figure watching over
her. When not writing fiction,
she’s homeschooling her two
children, editing and designing,
and pretending her house will
clean itself. Roseanna is the
author of nine novels, ranging
from biblical fiction to American-set romances
to her new British series. Roseanna lives with
her family in West Virginia. Learn more at
www.roseannamwhite.com.
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Praise for
Michael Phillips
“Michael Phillips skillfully
immerses our imaginations. . . .”
—Eugene Peterson
“When I read Lewis and MacDonald, and now Phillips, I walk away
wanting to be more than I already
am, more consistent and true, a more
authentic human being, more the
child . . .”—William Paul Young
“Michael Phillips is a superb storyteller. . . .”—Church and Synagogue
Libraries
“Phillips brings his usual strong
characterization to this family saga,
effortlessly depicting the confusion
a newfound religious conversion can
bring to a family.”—Library Journal on
Wild Grows the Heather in Devon
“Phillips’s vivid descriptions of the
Highlands and its vibrant people leave
the reader in awe. This is an emotion-packed tale. All who love stories
set in Scotland will treasure An Ancient
Strife.”—Rendezvous
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Dramatic New Series from
Fan Favorite Michael Phillips
yy Author has more than
7 million copies of his
books in print
yy Phillips has enjoyed a
devoted fan base for
decades
yy This novel launches a
3-book series set in
Scotland’s Shetland Islands

T

he death of the clan patriarch has thrown the tiny Shetland Islands community of
Whale’s Reef into turmoil. Everyone assumed MacGregor Tulloch’s heir to be his
grand-nephew David, a local favorite, but when it is discovered that MacGregor left no
will, David’s grasping cousin Hardy submits his own claim to the inheritance, an estate that
controls most of the island’s land. And while Hardy doesn’t enjoy much popular support, he
has the backing of a shadowy group of North Sea oil investors. The courts have frozen the
estate’s assets while the competing claims are investigated, leaving many of the residents
in financial limbo. The future of the island—and its traditional way of life—hangs in the
balance.
Loni Ford is enjoying her rising career in a large investment firm in Washington, DC. Yet
in spite of her outward success, she is privately plagued by questions of identity. Orphaned
as a young child, she was raised by her paternal grandparents, and while she loves them
dearly, she feels completely detached from her roots. That is until a mysterious letter arrives
from a Scottish solicitor. . . .
Past and present collide in master storyteller Phillips’s dramatic new saga of loss and
discovery, of grasping and grace, and of the dreams of men and women everywhere.

The Inheritance
Secrets of the Shetlands #1

Michael Phillips

Vital Information
Available: April 5
trade paper
$14.99
978-0-7642-1748-7
5½ x 8½
400 pages
Case Quantity: 32
hardcover
$19.99
978-0-7642-1754-8
5½ x 8½

400 pages
Case Quantity: 20
ebook: $14.99
978-1-4412-2938-0
Category: FICTION /
Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian /
General
FICTION / Religious
Rights: Worldwide
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About the Author
Michael Phillips is a bestselling author with more than 70
of his own titles. In addition, he
has served as editor/redactor
of nearly 30 more books. He is
known as the man responsible
for the reawakened interest
in George MacDonald of the
last 30 years. In addition to
the MacDonald titles adapted/
edited for today’s reader, his publishing efforts in
bringing back full-length quality facsimile editions
also spawned renewed interest in MacDonald’s
original work. Michael and his wife, Judy, spend
time each year in Scotland but make their home near
Sacramento, California. Visit Michael’s website at
www.macdonaldphillips.com.
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Sure to Be a New Favorite, Tagg’s Latest
Checks All the Right Boxes for Romance Fans
yy “Simply adorable . . .”—USAToday.com’s Happy
Ever After blog about Here to Stay
yy Charming and poignant contemporary
romance for readers of Denise Hunter, Rachel
Hauck, Susan May Warren, and Katherine Reay
yy “From the Start embodies Tagg’s best! Delightful.
Endearing. And full of engaging characters . . .”
—Katherine Reay, author of Lizzy & Jane

M

aple Valley became Amelia Bentley’s haven after her heart and her
dreams of a family were shattered, but her new life as a newspaper
editor is shaken when the paper is bought out by a chain that plans to
incorporate it into a regional paper.
After his biggest campaign success yet, speechwriter Logan Walker is
approached to work on a presidential campaign. But he already lost his
wife three years ago, and saying yes to the job means he’ll see his young
daughter even less. When Logan hears of a special election campaign in
his hometown, helping out sounds like the perfect way to occupy himself
while deciding what to do.
When Amelia hears Logan is back in town, she begs him to lend his previous experience in the newspaper world to help turn her paper’s numbers
around in time. They may butt heads more than they expected, but a lead
on a story that could help save the paper is just the start of the sparks that
fly in the office and in their hearts.

Like Never Before
Melissa Tagg

Vital Information
Available: April 5
$13.99
978-0-7642-1308-3

About the Author
Melissa Tagg, author of Made
to Last, Here to Stay, and From
the Start, is a former newspaper reporter, current nonprofit
grant writer, and total Iowa
girl. When she’s not writing,
she can be found hanging out
with the coolest family ever.
She’s passionate about humor,
© David’s Gallery
grace, and happy endings.
Melissa blogs regularly at www.melissatagg.com.

trade paper
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352 pages
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ebook: $13.99
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Also Available
From the Start
978-0-7642-1307-6
Here to Stay
978-0-7642-1133-1
Made to Last
978-0-7642-1132-4
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